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Though he pulls no punches in his personal assessment of Washington and Wall Street, Steve Sears’s blunt and harsh criticism is never merely gratuitous. On the contrary, The Indomitable Investor is a timely call to action for today’s investor. The need for individuals to better understand and take greater control of their financial future has never been more important. The Indomitable Investor lays out the principles that guide successful investment strategies and maps out a disciplined approach that investors can use to navigate the challenges and meet their investment goals.

William J. Brodsky Chairman and CEO, Chicago Board Options Exchange

Steve Sears provides an easy to understand, unbiased, accurate and, most importantly, truthful assessment of the investing landscape. This is a must-read book—a keep-you-honest dose of sage advice that, if taken, should go a long way toward maintaining a profitable mindset.

Patrick A. Neal CEO and CIO, TreePoint Capital Management

Steve Sears is one of Wall Street’s keenest observers. His book, The Indomitable Investor, is destined to become a classic. If you only read one book on investing, this is it.

Meyer Sandy Frucher Vice Chairman, NASDAQ OMX
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